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SUMMARY: Harvest control rules are widely used by management agencies for decision-making and for promoting public awareness of the status of marine and freshwater fisheries. Many current control rules combine fishing mortality and
biomass-based biological reference points. Control rules were introduced as a precaution against the influence of uncertainty
and to decrease the risk of overfishing, but are compromised if the uncertainties of the biological reference points are not
explicitly considered. Uncertainty has been widely acknowledged but has not been incorporated into control rule design and
application. In this paper, we used a Bayesian statistical catch-at-age model to estimate uncertainties in the indicators of
fishing mortality, population size, and biological reference points. We apply this model to the Lake Erie walleye (Sander vitreus) fishery, and by fully considering the uncertainty of the indicators, the risk of overfishing and the risk of the population
being overfished can be explicitly estimated in the control rules. We suggest short and long-term approaches to incorporate
uncertainty in the design of control rules. We also suggest that control rules for specific fisheries should be designed with
explicit consideration of the uncertainty of the biological reference points, based on a risk level that the management agency
and stakeholders agree upon.
Key words: harvest control rule, fishery status evaluation, uncertainty, decision-making, Bayesian analysis.
RESUMEN: Incorporación de la incertidumbre en el diseño y aplicación de reglas de control de producción.
– Las reglas de control de producción se usan generalmente por los organismos de gestión de recursos pesqueros para tomar
decisiones y para promover la concienciación pública sobre el estado de conservación de pesquerías marinas y de aguas dulces. Muchas de las reglas de control actuales combinan puntos de referencia biológicos basados en los indicadores mortalidad por pesca y biomasa. Las reglas de control fueron introducidas como precaución contra la influencia de la incertidumbre
en las evaluaciones y para reducir el riesgo de sobrepesca, pero se ven comprometidas si la incertidumbre en los puntos de
referencia biológicos no se consideran explícitamente. El papel de la incertidumbre se reconoce ampliamente, pero no ha
sido incorporado hasta ahora en el diseño y aplicación de reglas de control. En la presente contribución se aplica un modelo
bayesiano de capturas por edad para estimar la incertidumbre en los indicadores de mortalidad por pesca, tamaño de la población y puntos de referencia biológicos. Se aplica este modelo a la pesquería de Sander vitreus del Lago Erie, y, mediante
la completa incorporación de la incertidumbre de los indicadores, el riesgo de sobrepesca puede ser estimado explícitamente
en las reglas de control. Se sugieren aproximaciones a corto y largo plazo para la incorporación de la incertidumbre en el
diseño de reglas de control. Se sugiere también que las reglas para pesquerías particulares deben diseñarse incorporando
explícitamente la incertidumbre en los puntos de referencia biológicos, en base al nivel de riesgo que se acuerde entre el
organismo encargado de la gestión del recurso y sus usuarios.
Palabras clave: regla de control de producción, evaluación del estado de las pesquerías, incertidumbre, toma de decisiones,
análisis bayesiano.
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INTRODUCTION
Harvest control rules are widely used by fisheries
management agencies of the United States and other
countries for decision-making, and for promoting
public awareness of the status of marine and freshwater fisheries (Restrepo et al., 1998; Restrepo and
Powers, 1999). A harvest control rule describes how
the harvest is intended to be controlled in relation
to the state of an indicator of stock status. Constant
catch (such as maximum sustainable yield [MSY])
and constant fishing mortality (such as Fmsy and F0.1)
are two approaches of simple harvest control rules
(FAO, 1995; Garcia, 1996; Restrepo et al., 1998).
Harvest control rules evolved as fisheries science
and management embraced concepts of MSY, precautionary management, and risk assessment. Many
current control rules consider multiple biological
reference points, such as fishing mortality (F-based
biological reference points) and biomass (B-based
biological reference points), simultaneously in a
single control rule, and implement such biological
reference points as target reference points and/or
limit reference points (Caddy and Mahon, 1995; Restrepo and Powers, 1999). A target reference point
expresses the desired state of a fishery in terms of
parameters such as output (catch), fishing effort, or
capacity, stated as an explicit management objective
for the fishery. A limit reference point (or threshold)
is the limit beyond which the state of a fishery is
undesirable (Garcia, 1996).
Examples of control rules used in fisheries management are shown in Figure 1 (Butterworth and
Best, 1994; SAFMC, 2005; ASMFC, 2002). Control
rules (a) and (c) refer only to target reference points,
whereas (b) and (d) refer to both target reference
points and limit reference points (or thresholds).
Control rules (a) and (b) are less conservative than
(c) and (d), which have thresholds for low stock biomass, below which the fishery is closed. The state
of a particular fishery, with respect to whether it is
overfished and whether overfishing is happening,
can be thought of graphically as the fishery’s location in the region defined by the biological reference
points, relative to the target reference point and/or
limit reference point expressed in a control rule.
Uncertainty, however, is not incorporated into
any of the examples given in Figure 1. Typically,
estimates of fishing mortality (Fmsy), biomass, and
biomass at maximum sustainable yield (Bmsy) are
highly uncertain (Thompson, 1993; Hilborn, 2002;

Katsukawa, 2004). Implementation uncertainty (also
known as control uncertainty) is the uncertainty that
arises during the process of implementing a fishery
management strategy or policy. This uncertainty
exists in every fishery with management based on
the fishing mortality or quota (FAO, 1995; Francis
and Shotton, 1997). It may be caused by fishermen
not keeping their catches to the quota limits (fishing mortality inadequately controlled). Uncertainty
in the fishing mortality or quota can arise when the
quota has been set inaccurately (i.e. fishing mortality inadequately assessed because of deficiencies
in model selection, data quality, etc.). We can find
many examples in which Total Allowable Catches
(TACs) were exceeded; we can also find many examples in which decisions on fishing mortalities and
TACs turned out to be high or low when more new
data were included in the model. Fishing mortality
is therefore an appropriate basis for determining the
above uncertainties if an F-based biological reference
point is used in the control rule. If allowable catch or
quota is used as a biological reference point in the
control rule, uncertainty of the catch or uncertainty
of a wrong quota is used in the control rule. However,
this has not been explicitly considered in the design
and application of control rules. Control rules have
evolved in such a way that fisheries managers are increasingly risk averse as a hedge against uncertainty
that might lead to overfishing and fishery collapse.
But avoidance of one kind of risk entails increasing
others (Sunstein, 2005), such as a foregone harvest
opportunity, and this can have important economic
and social consequences (Hilborn, 2006). Fisheries
management might therefore be well served by further development of control rules that formally and
explicitly incorporate uncertainty to better assess the
risk of overfishing. In turn, this would allow better
assessment of a fishery’s performance efficiency by
evaluating tradeoffs among different types of risk
(May et al., 1979; Roughgarden and Smith, 1996).
Recent studies suggested that a general risk assessment approach in fisheries stock assessment
should consider uncertainty in both indicators (e.g.
fishing mortality F) and biological reference points
(e.g. Fmsy) (Helser et al., 2001; Chen and Wilson
2002; Jiao et al., 2005). However, uncertainty has
previously been ignored or not explicitly assessed in
fisheries when designing control rules. In this paper,
we used data from the Lake Erie walleye (Sander
vitreus) fishery and a Bayesian statistical catch-atage model to demonstrate the design and use of con-
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Fig. 1. – Examples of control rules used in fisheries management around the world: (a) south Atlantic black sea bass (Centropristis striata),
(b) Atlantic shortfin squid (Illex illecebrosus), (c) Antarctic whales, and (d) Atlantic weakfish (Cynoscion regalis).

trol rules that consider the uncertainty of biological
reference points and incorporate the uncertainty of
fishing mortality and population size. Specifically,
we estimated fishery status as the probability distribution of the fishery existing in different regions of
the bivariate region defined by F- and B-based biological reference points (as shown graphically in Fig.
1) (Punt and Hilborn, 1997; Patterson et al., 2001;
Chen et al., 2003). We show that control rules can be
designed on the basis of specific biological reference
points of a fishery, as well as F and B estimation,
and that fishery status uncertainty can be built into
the control rules in a probabilistic way. The design
of a control rule for a specific fishery is based on
the risk level that is acceptable to the fishery management agency and stakeholders. Fishing mortality
and population size change over time, and this may
cause difficulties in incorporating uncertainty when
the control rule is designed and explained, since the
control rule functions for future management. This
study provides a method for building uncertainty related to fishing mortality, into a control rule design
based on the previous year’s estimate of its uncertainty. By doing this, uncertainty in both indicators
and biological reference points are considered in the
design of a control rule.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data sources of the example fishery
Walleye fishery data were obtained from the
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources, Great Lakes
Fisheries Commission and the Lake Erie Walleye
Task Group (2008). Available data included a time
series from 1978 to 2007 of (1) the commercial
(gillnet) fishery catch; (2) the recreational (angling)
fishery catch; (3) the recreational fishery Catch Per
Unit Effort (CPUE), in numbers of fish age 2+ per
angler-hour; (4) the commercial fishery CPUE in
numbers of fish age 2+ per km net; and (5) an index
of abundance of age 2+ fish from fishery-independent gillnet surveys between 1990 and 2007.
Control rules used as examples in this study
The Target Limit Control Rule (TLCR, Fig. 1b)
was used as an example of how to explicitly consider
uncertainty in the control rule, which includes both
target and limit reference points (Restrepo et al.,
1998). This control rule was proposed by Restrepo et
al. (1998, see their Fig. 9) and is widely used in many
fisheries. Minimum stock size threshold (Bthreshold,
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measured in terms of biomass or abundance) is the
minimum safe stock size necessary to maintain or
rebuild a fishery, i.e. a biomass limit reference.
Maximum fishing mortality threshold (Fthreshold)
is the measurement of fishing mortality that determines whether overfishing is occurring; usually
equivalent to F corresponding to the MSY control
rule, i.e. a fishing mortality limit reference. Because
walleye are managed by numbers (abundance) and
not yield (biomass), we modified the control rule
of Restrepo et al. (1998) from SSBthreshold = (1-M)
SSNmsy to SSNthreshold = (1-M) SSNmsy. Here, M is
the natural mortality; SSBmsy is the Spawning Stock
Biomass at MSY (maximum sustainable yield); and
SSNmsy is the spawning stock population abundance
of age 2+ fish at MSY. Therefore, Fthreshold = Fmsy if
SSN > SSNthreshold; and

Fthreshold = Fmsy

SSN
if SSN < SSNthreshold.
SSNthreshold

The target fishing mortality rate (Ftarget) is set
25% below the limit fishing mortality (a default
TLCR in many fisheries) as shown in Figure 2. The
target fishing mortality is Ftarget = 0.75Fmsy if SSN >
SSNthreshold, and

Ftarget = 0.75Fmsy

SSN
if SSN < SSNthreshold.
SSN threshold

This control rule provides a buffer against fishing
mortality exceeding Fthreshold.
The various regions in Figure 2 can be regarded as hypothesized states of the fishery at any
time t. For example, for the region labeled H5 the
status of the fishery is such that spawning stock
abundance is smaller than the SSNthreshold, and F is
larger than Ftarget but smaller than Fthreshold (Fmsy).
The region where a fishery is located can be determined by comparing its F with the Ftarget and
Fthreshold, and by comparing its estimated spawning
stock abundance with the SSNthreshold . Stock size
is expected to decrease if the fishery lies in any
region above the F/ Fmsy limit line, and to increase
if the fishery lies below the target line (Ftarget).
However, these decreases or increases may not
happen as expected because of uncertainty in the
dynamics of recruitment and the possibly high
population growth rate when the population is
small. The limit and target lines are designed to
protect against such uncertainty in the biological
reference points.

The statistical catch-at-age model
A statistical catch-at-age model (Hilborn and
Walters, 1992; Quinn and Deriso, 1999) based on
the available Lake Erie walleye fishery data was
written as
E ( N a+1, y +1 ) = N a , y e
E ( Ci , a , y ) =

− Fa , y − M

Fi ,a , y
Fi ,a , y + M

N a , y (1− e

− Fi , a , y − M

)

(1)

Fi ,a , y = Fi , y Si ,a
E ( I j ,a , y ) = q j ,a N a , y
where a is age, y is year, i is the ith fishery (commercial or recreational; i = 1 or 2), j is the jth abundance
index (commercial fishery, recreational fishery, or
fishery-independent gillnet survey; j = 1, 2, or 3),
Na,y is the population size of age a fish in year y, Ci,a,y
is the catch of age a fish in year y by the ith fishery,
Fi,a,y is the fishing mortality rate of age a fish in year
y by the ith fishery, Si,a is the fishing selectivity of
age a fish by the ith fishery, and M = 0.32 is the natural mortality rate (Lake Erie Walleye Task Group,
2004). Ij,a,y is the jth abundance index observed for
age a in year y, and qj,a is the catchability coefficient
that calibrates the relationship between the jth abundance index and population abundance
To quantify the uncertainty in this model, we
used an observation-process-error estimator, which
considers both the process error in the equation of
population size (E(Na+1,y+1)) and the observation error in the equations of abundance indices (E(Ij,a,y))
and catch (E(Ci,a,y)) (Eq. 1). We assumed lognormal
error structures for both process error and observation errors, which gave the corresponding objective
functions for the estimator as follows. For process
error:
ε N ~ N (0, σ N2 ); l N =
=

∏∏
y

(2)

a

1
N a , y 2π σ N

exp(

−[ Ln( N a , y ) − Ln( Nˆ a , y )]2
2σ N2

)

for measurement error in fishery dependent catch:
1
li ,C =
Ci , a , y 2π σ i ,C
y
a

∏∏

exp(

−[ Ln(Ci , a , y ) − Ln(Cˆ i , a , y )]2
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for measurement error in the abundance indices:
1
l j, I =
I j , a , y 2π σ j , I
y
a

∏∏

exp(

−[ Ln( I j , a , y ) − Ln( Iˆ j , a , y )]2
2σ 2j , I

)

.

(4)

The total objective function is the sum of (2), (3),
and (4) after they are log transformed:

LL =∑ Ln(li,C) + ∑ Ln(lj,I) + Ln(lN).
i

(5)

j

Lake Erie walleye abundance indices have fluctuated greatly because of the occurrence of a few
very strong year classes. Therefore, it is critically
important to consider process errors in the model
(Eq. 2). Recent research (de Valpine and Hasting,
2002) on the comparison of observation-error and
observation-process-error estimators also suggests
the importance of using observation-process-error
estimators (Eq. 5).
The time series of population size is estimated by
projecting the abundance forward from the start of
the annual catch series, with the initial abundance
(Na,1978), recruitment and Fi,y and Si,a as parameters
(Quinn and Deriso, 1999). Because annual recruitment of walleye was observed to fluctuate dramatically over time, recruitment each year was estimated
directly from the statistical catch-at-age model instead of using a built-in stock recruitment relationship. Age-specific selectivity was not modeled using
a selectivity curve, but treated as an unknown parameter because it is primarily determined by size preferences of the fishers and anglers (K. Reid, personal
observation). The method of Shepherd (1982) was
used to estimate Fmsy and SSNmsy, which combines
a yield-per-recruit model with a stock recruitment
model. In this study, the abundance of age 3 and
older fish is treated as spawning stock abundance,
and the abundance of age 2 fish is treated as recruitment. Here we used model-averaged results from
Ricker and Beverton-Holt stock recruitment models
(Hoeting et al., 1999; Brodziak and Legault, 2005).
Bayesian approach to incorporating uncertainty
in the control rules
Bayesian methods use the Bayes’ rule to calculate
a “posterior” distribution from the observed data and
a “prior” distribution, which is a summary of prior
knowledge of the parameters (Rubin, 1988; Smith

and Gelfand, 1992; McAllister and Ianelli, 1997).
We used numerically intensive WinBUGS software
to implement general Bayesian models using “Metropolis-Hasting within Gibbs sampling” (Gilks,
1996; Spiegelhalter et al., 2004), which is particularly useful when dealing with highly dimensional,
nonlinear models for Bayesian statistics. A detailed
description of the “Metropolis-Hasting within Gibbs
sampling” algorithm for process-observation error
models can be found in Millar and Meyer (2000).
Bayesian implementation requires specification
of prior distributions on all unobserved quantities.
Non-informative priors (here, wide uniform distribution) were used for precision parameters, here
defined as the reciprocal of the variance of the error
terms in the process and observation equations. For
the statistical catch-at-age model, selectivity was assumed to be U(0.3,1) (uniform distribution between
0.3 and 1) for both commercial and recreational fisheries. Wide non-informative uniform distributions
were used for recruitment, age-specific abundance,
and fishing mortality.
A critical issue in using Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) methods (including MetropolisHasting within Gibbs sampling) is how to determine
when random draws have converged to the posterior
distribution. We used three methods: monitoring the
trace for key parameters; diagnosing the autocorrelation plot for key parameters, and Gelman and
Rubin statistics (Spiegelhalter et al., 2004). Three
chains were used. After several sets of analyses, for
each chain, the first 300000 iterations with a thinning interval of 5 were discarded. Another 100000
iterations for each chain with a thinning interval of 5
were saved and used in the Bayesian analysis, i.e. a
total of 300000 iterations were saved. Convergence
diagnostics suggest that convergence was achieved
at a level that does not compromise our conclusions.
Estimated population abundance and fishing mortality arising from each hypothetical set of parameter
values were then compared to evaluate the probability of the fishery being located in each region of
Figure 2 (see the schematic of the algorithm in Fig.
3). In this way, individual uncertainties of indicators
and biological reference points were aggregated to
give a clearer understanding of their combined influence on overfishing risk. Uncertainty in fishery
status was defined as the probability that the fishery
actually lay in one of the areas in the bivariate region
describing the control rule (Fig. 2). The uncertainties from F, Fmsy, SSN, and SSNmsy were all included
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Fig. 2. – Fishery status and its uncertainty shown as the Target Limit
Control Rule. Percentages in each region indicate the probability
that the fishery was in that state in 2003 (a) and 2007(b). Solid thick
line: target reference line; dotted thick line: limit reference line.

when the probabilities of the fishery being located in
each of the graphical regions were estimated.
Designing and presenting a control rule with
uncertainty considered
Most control rules are based on experience with
specific fisheries to estimate targets for biological reference points (such as fishing mortality and
SSNthreshold) to satisfy the requirement for stock sustainability (e.g. SSNthreshold = (1-M) SSNmsy and Ftarget
= 0.75Fmsy ). In this paper, we designed control rules
based on the probability distributions of these parameters with a Bayesian approach, i.e. the posterior
distributions of fishing mortality, population size,
Fmsy and SSNmsy. Here, we present a risk of 30% for
F larger than Fmsy and a risk of 80% for SSN smaller
than SSNmsy as an example of the level of risk accepted by stakeholders. In this example fishery, we

incorporated the uncertainty of F in the projection
and the control rule design, so that uncertainties
from F, Fmsy, SSN, and SSNmsy were all considered.
We used the uncertainties (CV of F) from the current year as the uncertainties for the following years
when we designed the control rule for short-term (1
year to a half generation time or 1-5 years) fishery
management. For long-term (1/2 to 1 generation
time) fishery management, the average of the uncertainties of F in the previous years is used.
In this example fishery, F, Fmsy, SSN, and SSNmsy
were estimated from the same model, and a joint
posterior distribution of the population size and all
the parameters was distilled in each of their posterior
trajectories. The projection procedure can be written as: 1) call the saved Bayesian posterior runs of
population size in 2007, the last year that data were
available in this example; 2) generate an F probability distribution according to a % of Fmsy with an
initial guess of the fraction value from P(F > Fmsy)
= 30%; 3) project the population forward to the next
year; 4) estimate P(F > Fmsy) and P(SSN< SSNmsy);
5) repeat steps 1 to 4 by projecting to another year
till the target simulation year is reached. During the
simulations, F as a fraction of Fmsy was adjusted to
match the criterion of both P(F > Fmsy) = 30% and
P(SSN < SSNmsy) = 80% depending on the management needs. For example, the management objective can be F| both P(F > Fmsy) = 30% and P(SSN<
SSNmsy) = 80%; or it can be F|P(F > Fmsy) = 30%
and P(SSNtarget year< SSNmsy) = 80%. This requires
that adjustment of the probability distribution of F is
needed, so that it satisfies both the risk of overfishing the fishery and the risk of the population being
overfished (see flowchart in Fig. 3).
In many fisheries stock assessments, SSN and F
may be estimated from one model, while biomass
and F-based biological reference points may be estimated from another model; the correlation between
F and an F-based biological reference point, and the
correlation between SSN and a biomass-based biological reference point, are not estimable (Jiao et al.,
2005). This implies that a joint distribution of SSN,
SSNmsy and F, Fmsy is not available in both the parameter estimates from the model, and the population
projection. We can still use the current and historical
years’ uncertainties of F (CV here) as the uncertainty for the future population short-term projection.
CV can be used when the future years’ control rule
is designed for management because it is relatively
more stable in magnitude than variances. The distri-
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Fig. 3. – Uncertainty estimation algorithm for control rules using a Bayesian method, with 300000 posterior samples to estimate the fishery
status uncertainty.

butions of Fmsy and SSNmsy are relatively stable and
are not sensitive to a couple of new years’ data. We
showed how to design the control rule in this situation by assuming that SSN and F, and SSNmsy and
Fmsy were from different models for demonstration.
A new control rule can be designed by taking into
account the uncertainty of SSN, SSNmsy and F, Fmsy.
The projection procedure can be written as: 1) call
the saved Bayesian posterior runs of the population
size in 2007, the last year that data were available in
this example; 2) generate an F probability distribution according to a % of Fmsy with an initial estimate
of the fraction value from P(F > Fmsy) = 30%; 3)
project the population forward to the next year; 4)
estimate P(F > Fmsy) and P(SSN < SSNmsy) with appropriate assumptions on all the distributions of F,

Fmsy and SSN, SSNmsy based on their empirical probability distributions, the correlation between F and
Fmsy, and the correlation between SSN and SSNmsy;
5) repeat steps 1 to 4 by projecting to another year
till the target simulation year is reached. During the
simulations, F as a fraction of Fmsy was adjusted to
match the criterion of both P(F > Fmsy) = 30% and
P(SSN < SSNmsy) = 80% depending on the management needs.
A 5 year projection was carried out based on
the example fishery and a 30% acceptable risk of
overfishing. The corresponding catches with uncertainty over time were reported as an example
to allow uncertainty including implementation and
estimation uncertainty of fishing mortality to be
considered.
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Fig. 4. – Posterior probability distributions of (a) fishing mortality, (b) abundance, (c) estimated Fmsy, and (d) estimated Nmsy for the walleye
fishery in 2007. Normal distribution fits (red lines) are overlaid on the plots. Time series of mean and 95% credible intervals from the posterior
distributions of (e) population size, (f) recruitment and (g) fishing mortality.
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RESULTS
The most probable state of the Lake Erie walleye fishery in 2003 was H1 (51.1%) for the TLCR
(Fig. 2a). There was a 39.3% (H2) plus 9.6% (H3)
chance that the actual state of the fishery lay under
the TLCR. Thus, there was no evidence that walleye
were overfished, which would have been in areas
H4 to H7. In 2007, the most probable state was also
in H1 (71.0%) for the TLCR (Fig. 2b). There was
a 23.2% (H2) plus 5.8% (H3) chance that the actual state of the fishery lay under the TLCR. Thus,
there was no evidence that walleye were overfished,
which would have been in areas H4 to H7.
The mean estimate of fishing mortality in 2007
was 0.20 (CV= 0.22, based on the normal distribution fit, Fig. 4a). The probability that F exceeded
mean Fmsy (mean=0.31, CV=0.14; Fig. 4c) was 5.7%,
and the probability that F exceeded Fmsy was 5.8%
(Fig. 2b). The mean estimate of walleye spawning
stock population size in 2007 was 27.28 million
fish (CV=0.15, Fig. 4b), with a 0% chance that the
spawning stock population size was lower than SSNmsy (mean= 10.35, CV=0.05; Fig. 4d and Fig. 2b).
When the analysis shown in Figure 2 for 2007 is
extended back over all years in the study, it is apparent that overfishing was happening in many of them
(predominant probability in H3 or H7) albeit without
significant repercussions for stock size (mostly low

Fig. 5. – Fishery status shown as the probability of the fishery being
located in each region in the TLCR for each study year, 1978 to
2007. The 2007 bar corresponds to Figure 2b.

Fig. 6. – F as a fraction of Fmsy and their corresponding risks of P(F>
Fmsy) and P(SSN< SSNmsy). Legend indicates the fraction value used
in the projection.

probabilities in H4 to H7; Fig. 5). The state of this
walleye fishery appears to be heavily influenced by
large fluctuations in recruitment (Fig. 4f), suggesting that better recruitment prediction would contribute to a reduction in uncertainty.
A probability distribution for F in the projection
was generated in this example fishery and the trajectories of the Bayesian posterior runs were used in
the projection, with the management objective P(F >
Fmsy) = 30% and P(SSN < SSNmsy) = 80%. The fraction of Fmsy of 89% was the most appropriate value
of F, which satisfied the management objective (Fig.
6). Time varying fraction values were estimated and
were between 89.0 and 89.3% among the five simulated years if the management objective was fixed
to be exactly P(F > Fmsy) = 30%. The estimated P(F
> Fmsy) were very close to 30% with a fixed fraction
of 89% among the 5 projected years, and P(SSN <
SSNmsy) were less than 80% in all the five projected
years. The fishing mortality and the corresponding
catch were shown in Figure 7. Projected population
size and recruitment further indicated that large variation of recruitment heavily influenced the population projection (Figs. 6 and 7).
When SSN and F were assumed to be estimated
from one model, while SSNmsy and Fmsy were assumed to be estimated from another model, and the
correlation between F and Fmsy, and the correlation
between SSN and SSNmsy were not estimable, we de-
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Fig. 7. – Projections of the fishing mortality, population size and catch based on the method shown in Figure 3 (also see the methods section).
a): solid line: estimated fishing mortality based on data from 1978 to 2007; dotted lines: posterior 95% credible interval of fishing mortality;
solid line with marker: projected mean fishing mortality for management; dotted lines with marker: 95% confidence interval of the projected
fishing mortality. b): solid line: observed catch from 1978 to 2007; dashed line: mean catch among 1978 to 2007; solid line with marker:
projected total allowable catch that matches the example management objective. c): solid line: estimated spawning stock size (SSN) based on
data from 1978 to 2007; dotted lines: posterior 95% credible interval of SSN; solid line with marker: projected mean SSN; dotted lines with
marker: 95% confidence interval of the projected SSN. d): solid line: estimated recruitment based on data from 1978 to 2007; dotted lines:
posterior 95% credible interval of recruitment; solid line with marker: projected mean recruitment; dotted lines with marker: 95% confidence
interval of the projected recruitment.

signed the control rule by assuming that SSN, SSNmsy
and F, Fmsy are normally distributed. This assumption is based on the estimated posterior distributions
from the Bayesian approach (Fig. 4). In this example
fishery, if we assume that stakeholders accept risk
levels of P(F> Fmsy) = 30% and P(SSN< SSNmsy) =
80%, then, according to the current year’s F, Fmsy
and their uncertainty, we would get P(F> Fmsy) =

30% when the mean of (F / Fmsy) = 0.85 according
to the posterior runs of F and Fmsy and the correlation between them. We would get P(SSN< SSNmsy)
= 80% when the mean of (SSN / SSNmsy ) = 0.88 according to the posterior runs of SSN and SSNmsy and
their correlation. Therefore, A new control rule can
be designed: µ(F/Fmsy) =0.85 as the target control
Ftarget, and µ(SSN/SSNmsy) = 0.88 as the limit con-
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Fig. 8. – Risk of using different target fishing mortalities and Nthreshold in the designed control rule. To illustrate the influence of correlations between indicators, correlation coefficients between F and
Fmsy, and between SSN and SSNmsy vary from -1 to 1. Uncertainty
(CVs here) of Fmsy and SSNmsy are from the walleye fishery example.

trol SSNthreshold (Fig. 8). The risk variation when the
correlation coefficient varies is shown in Figure 8.
Same risk values were estimated according to the
projected population size and the fishing mortality
that satisfied the management objectives. µ(F/Fmsy)
was between 0.88 and 0.89 among the 5 projected
years.
The potential for bias due to relaxation of the assumption of a normal distribution was evaluated. For
example, when the CV of F is set to 0 (and hence F

has no ‘distribution’), the corresponding risk of F
> Fmsy is 0.05 when F = 0.62 Fmsy (Fig. 8a), which
is the lower 95% CI of the F posterior distribution.
When the CV of SSN is set to 0, the corresponding
risk of SSN< SSNmsy is 0.95 when SSN =0.88 SSNmsy
(Fig. 8b), which is the lower 95% CI of the SSN
posterior distribution. The magnitude of bias can be
diagnosed by examining the difference between the
empirical values and extreme values such as CV = 0.
If the correlation between F and Fmsy and that
between SSN and SSNmsy are estimable, correlations
between biological reference points are easily considered through a bivariate normal distribution (Fig.
8). In this study, F and Fmsy and SSN (2007) and SSNmsy were weakly correlated (-0.09 and 0.44 respectively in 2007, Fig. 9). To design a control rule for
the next year’s or next few years’ management, we
will have to assume no correlations or use the correlations from the study with data up to the current
assessment or carry out extra sensitivity studies with
a range of correlation possibilities. Bias can be evaluated by comparing the estimated risk when extreme
values are used (i.e. using the true distributions of F
and N) with the corresponding estimated risks from
the empirical values in Figure 8, and assuming they
are normally distributed and uncorrelated (Jiao et
al., 2005). For example, in 2007 the estimated risk of
P(F> Fmsy) = 5.7% and P(SSN< SSNmsy) = 0% from
the Bayesian procedure, which included correlation,
but the estimated risk of P(F> Fmsy) = 5.3% and
P(SSN< SSNmsy) = 0% from the composite risk assessment approach, which assumed non-correlation.
The bias of ignoring correlations between F and Fmsy
and SSN and SSNmsy was thus very small, i.e. 5.7%
vs. 5.3% and 0% vs. 0%. Because the correlation
between SSN and SSNmsy was high, its influence on

Fig. 9. – Joint posterior distributions of F and Fmsy, and SSN and SSNmsy.
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P(SSN< SSNmsy) should be higher when the ratio of
SSN/ SSNmsy is not too small or too large (e.g. between 0.75 and 1.50) than when SSN/ SSNmsy is close
to 0 or 2 (Fig. 8).
Population projections assuming F and Fmsy and
SSN and SSNmsy followed normal distributions and
with and without correlations were very close to
those of population projections using joint Bayesian posterior runs. We did not show the results for
brevity.
DISCUSSION
The approach used here was based on a risk
analysis of the control rules, which compares the difference between population abundance and Nmsy and
between fishing mortality and Fmsy or MSY-related
N or F based reference points. For example, when
population abundance is high, overexploitation will
tend to put the fishery status mainly in H3 for TLCR.
On the other hand, when population abundance is
low, overexploitation will tend to put the fishery status mainly in H7 for TLCR. Thus, the implications
of the fishery status are very different. When the best
estimate of fishery status is in H2 for TLCR, there
may still be a high probability that the population
is in H1 or H3 because of uncertainty of the fishery
status. Further detailed quantification, with more regions sub-dividing the graphical region, can be made
to better estimate the risk by including both the uncertainty information on exploitation and population
size status.
Our approach provided a convenient way of
incorporating the uncertainty of fishing mortality
caused by implementation error and estimation error
into the design of a control rule based on the real
fisheries data and fisheries management. When the
joint distributions of the population size, and other
parameters such as selectivity and Fmsy and SSNmsy
are available, such as in this example, the Bayesian
posterior runs can be used for projection based on
the Bayesian posterior trajectories. When the joint
distribution of F and Fmsy, and SSN and SSNmsy are
not available, the probability distributions of Fmsy
and SSNmsy can be used as the next year’s when we
design the control rule for management; however,
they are independent of the population projection.
The posterior distributions of biological reference
points Fmsy and SSNmsy are robust to the extra years’
data. Uncertainty of fishing mortality can be influ-

Fig. 10. – CVs of fishing mortality from 1978 to 2007 estimated
from the Bayesian statistical catch-at-age model.

enced by many different factors, such as policy on
mesh nets, size limit, quota, etc., but it is not totally
unpredictable. In this fishery example, we found that
uncertainties in the fishing mortality (here, expressed
as CV) in neighboring years were always close, and
the overall CV range was between 18 and 29% (Fig.
10). For species that are assessed every 3-4 years,
uncertainty of fishing mortality (CV here) from the
average or range of several previous years is suggested when it is used in the population projection.
Determining an acceptable risk level is important
when designing the control rule. When considering
what an appropriate risk level is for a specific species or stock, the resilience of the fishery to overfishing needs to be considered. In this example,
walleye tend to be resilient to ecosystem changes
and overexploitation (Munawar et al., 2002). Even
though the fishery was overexploited (according to
the Fmsy reference point) for most of the years (Fig.
5), the fishery had highly varied recruitment (Fig.
4) and could rebound to a large population size. For
species that are assessed every year, the control rule
can be changed every year because of the changes
in the uncertainty of Fmsy and F, SSN and SSNmsy.
The approach proposed in this paper calls for a riskspecific adjustment of fishing mortality to a percentage of Fmsy such that

Fthreshold = % Fmsy

SSN ,
SSN threshold

and for the adjustment of SSNthreshold.
Although this study is based on a statistical catchat-age model, a similar approach can be derived
from surplus production models, which are used by
many fisheries managers with or without age- or
size-structured data. Evaluating bias is important
when correlations between F and Fmsy, and SSN and
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SSNmsy are examined. We recommend including bias
in risk assessment and control rule design, as it will
be significant when correlations are high.
This study provides a practical approach to explicitly incorporate uncertainty of fishing mortality,
of F and B-based biological reference points, and of
population size in the design and use of control rules
in fisheries management. Applying control rules
without considering uncertainty has been found to
cause distrust among stakeholders (e.g. at the 2007
meeting of the South Atlantic Fishery Management
Council). Our proposed method should improve
fisheries management in this respect.
Incorporating the uncertainty of the fishery in the
control rules can improve understanding and acceptance of the fishery management process among all
participants. To quote Koeller (2003): “If you confess your uncertainty verbally you will be ridiculed
but if you confess your uncertainty mathematically
you will be forgiven”. The design of the control
rules and the probabilistic presentation of the various
status areas associated with the control rules offer
a powerful and interpretable way of understanding
risk and uncertainty in the fishery. Due to the generality of the approach, we believe that it is a valuable
and complementary tool for stock assessment and
fisheries management.
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